
 

Solar Decathlon Europe 2014, Solar Decathlon Europe 2014, Solar Decathlon Europe 2014, Solar Decathlon Europe 2014, aaaa    unique event and a unique event and a unique event and a unique event and a must for all players andmust for all players andmust for all players andmust for all players and    

industries in sustainable housingindustries in sustainable housingindustries in sustainable housingindustries in sustainable housing    and renewable energiesand renewable energiesand renewable energiesand renewable energies    

 

The prestigious international competition of solar architecture takes its quarters 

for the first time in France. The prototypes will be presented in VersaillesVersaillesVersaillesVersailles, from 

the 28th of June to the 14th of July 2014, at the aptly-named Cité du Soleil. 

 

The 2014 competition will welcome 20 university teams from 16 countries and 20 university teams from 16 countries and 20 university teams from 16 countries and 20 university teams from 16 countries and 

3 continents.3 continents.3 continents.3 continents. 18 days, 600 competitors, 200 teachers and 41 universities 

constituting the 20 competing teams will submit 20 full-scale, entirely 

functional solar-powered houses to the test of 10 rigorous contests:10 rigorous contests:10 rigorous contests:10 rigorous contests: this is a 

decathlon. Each team will be evaluated by 6 6 6 6 international juriesinternational juriesinternational juriesinternational juries and the 

prototypes are continuously monitored. 

 

Note that the prototypes are not simple concepts but must respond to the 

economic and climatic contexts of the country of origin and individual and 

collective aspirations. Also, the rules of the 2014 edition have evolved and the 

focus is now set on density, mobility, idensity, mobility, idensity, mobility, idensity, mobility, innovation, energy nnovation, energy nnovation, energy nnovation, energy efficiencyefficiencyefficiencyefficiency, affordability , affordability , affordability , affordability 

and cand cand cand contextualization of the project.ontextualization of the project.ontextualization of the project.ontextualization of the project.    

 

Two major trends arise among the habitats exposed this year: taking into 

consideration the technological and natural disasters in architectural choices, 

as well as the reflection about urban density: extension of the roof, row houses, 

recovered spaces… More specifically, each team presents a zero-energy prototype, 

and many of those refer to projects of retrofitting of existing buildings. Each 

prototype is equipped with a double technology: thermal and photovoltaic solar 

systems. 

 

Over 100 events hosted at the Solar Decathlon Europe Over 100 events hosted at the Solar Decathlon Europe Over 100 events hosted at the Solar Decathlon Europe Over 100 events hosted at the Solar Decathlon Europe 2014!2014!2014!2014!    

 

The organizers of the 2014 edition have provided a range of activities to suit 

all audiences. A richrichrichrich    cultural programcultural programcultural programcultural program will combine music and art shows, 

concerts, outdoor cinema, theme evenings and many other surprises. In addition 

to this there will a rich program of professional events with lectures on the 

themes of the city of tomorrow and renewable energies, and country days 



 

dedicated to the promotion of the culture of each participating country which 

will be animated by their respective embassies. 

 

During your visits, many spaces will be available for you to take a snack. To 

eat, a brasserie will be serving hot meals for lunch and dinner. You can also 

enjoy our snack area while walking in the alleys of La Cité du Soleil ®.  

Finally a bar will be open in front of the Agora, where you can stop for some 

refreshment and make the most of your visit at Solar Decathlon. 

 

Come to visit the housing of tomorrow! 


